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The Nikon 1 J5 camera with a 10-30 mm zoom lens is on the one hand an excellent camera for everyday and unusual
use, and on the other hand - it is an excellent digiscoping equipment with Nikon EDG lunettes. (full description along
with technical data on the Polish manufacturer's website: http://www.nikon.pl/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/nikon1/everyday/nikon-1-j5) Break the diagrams with the new Nikon 1 J5 - an extremely handy mirrorless camera with
interchangeable optics. Capture beautiful photos with a resolution of 20.8 million pixels and expressive films in 4K
quality. With a camera that takes sequential shots faster than a digital single-lens reflex camera, you will not miss an
exceptional scene. With the Nikon 1 J5 camera with large CMOS sensor and interchangeable lens 1 NIKKOR you can
quickly improve your photography workshop. Enjoy the freedom to take pictures even in low light conditions.
Continuous AF in Sports Photo mode allows you to easily record dynamic events at up to 20 fps. Capture fascinating
movie diaries from a 4K travel experience or take full advantage of the camera's speed to film impressive sequences in
slow motion. Take advantage of the creative possibilities that provide manual controls and a tilted touch screen, and
then easily transfer all beautiful photos via your smart device. New quality level of photos Your photos with an
impressive resolution of 20.8 million pixels will stand out against the background of average photos made with a
smartphone. Equipped with a large CMOS sensor and 1 NIKKOR lens, the Nikon 1 J5 will let you realize creative ideas.
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Faster than digital single-lens reflex cameras The handy Nikon 1 J5 allows you to shoot continuously
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continuous autofocus, making it possible to capture dynamic scenes that are difficult to record with a digital SLR
camera. In the Sports pictures mode, you will register every fleeting moment. Full control The camera is equipped with
controls in the style of a digital single-lens reflex camera: the PSAM mode dial, the control knob and the Fn button. Now
you can let your imagination run wild and record every inspiring moment in your own original way. Effective videos in 4K
resolution Record captivating, crisp movies in 4K? resolution. Suppress the flow of time and add dramatic scenes to the
scenes, using time-lapse movie mode and sequences with the effect of slowing down in HD quality. Take beautiful
photos while filming. Providing effective photographs Now you can easily share every great photo. The Nikon 1 J5 with
Wi-Fi and NFC support lets you transfer high-quality photos faster than ever with a smart device. Providing effective
photographs Excellent results The camera allows you to get a new level of image quality - from photos in low light to
artistically blurred backgrounds. Equipped with a CX format sensor, four times the size of a matrix in a typical Nikon 1 J5
compact camera, it works great in every situation. The original style The striking Nikon 1 J5 is a really stylish camera.
The ergonomic positioning of the knobs allows you to shoot without taking your eyes off the scene you have captured.
Thanks to the front and rear handle, the camera sits firmly in your hand. Movable touch screen Easy recording of
interesting photos and videos. A sensitive touch screen makes it easy to set the focus, capture photos and adjust the
most important settings. The screen can be tilted, making it easier to shoot under unusual angles and create original selfportraits. (below: camera pictures and Nikon 1 J5 application in digiscoping with a Nikon EDG 82 VR telescope)
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